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I. IDEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF ARAB SOCIALISM IN EGYPT 

(A) The Egyptian Revolution (1952- ) has been the subject of 

much controversy, for, with a background of economic underdeveloped-

ness, social backwardness and colonial subordination, its early attempts 

to lay the foundations for a national economy combined the ideological 

revolution of Egyptian-Arab nationalism with more popular aspects of 
capitalistic development. 'l~:owever, in the summer 0L 1961 Arab social-

ism was declared to be the guiding principle of Egyptian national policy, 

on the basis of the nine years development of the Revolution. From 

this time, the leaders of the Revolution, composed of the Free Oflicers 

and techno-bureaucrats, the principal revolutionaries, have been forced 

to make public their designs for the new nation state, and, in addition, 

to produce their political and ideological responses to the demands of 

the Western ideal of democracy and the Eastern ideal of socialism. 

There are, of course, a great many divergences of opinion on the 

true natur,~ and relevancy of Arab socialism in Egypt, as may be seen 

in recent works which argue in the context of socialism, state-capitalism 

or capitalism, and sometimes in the context of democracy or 6tatism. 

The Marxist theory used to take into consideration as an indispensable 

element of socialism that the socialist party, theoretically equipped with 

the class theory and the labourer-peasant organization oriented in the 

direction of the socialist party should undertake a seizure of political 

and productive power, while admitting variety in historical examples. 

But it is a dif~:cult, or rather, an obligatory task, for the Marxist 

* In tllis paper the author attempts a further examination of Arab socialism, a type 

wllich might provide a new pattern of the nation state for other developing nations. 

Showing how institutional changes and material productive power are interacting to 

establish the new nation state, he avoids drawing an immediate conclusion regarding 

the state's true nature on the strength of a one-sided appraisal. Since. the flnal concep-

tion of the Revolution is only four years old, this does not afford time for a definite 

evaluation, especially since the country is in the vortex of the Arab national movement, 

with a number of directions and feasibilities in its future development. 
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theorists　to　find　out　explicitly　the　necessary　elements　in　Arab　socialism，

so　that　an　apPraisal　of　its　present　political　status　can　provide　the　design

for　its　future　development　along　the　non－capitalist　path，although　it

remains　at　present　under　the　system　of　so－called5嬬8．‘ψ露α1乞5卿，the

concept　of　which　is　still　implicit．■　In　a　broader　sense，it　may　be

considered　to　be碗6魏60－6010窺読5解，諦hich　might　be　regarded　as　a

combination　of　socialist　strategy　and　nationalistic　doctrines　modi丘ed　by

the　requirements　of　intemational　politics．The　Marxist　theorists，regard－

less　of　which　schoo1，should　be　requested，丘rst　of　a11，to　produce　a

theoretization　of　the　historical　stage　or　conditions　required　for　the

institution　of　a　socialist　nation　state　in　this　area．

　　　The　Westem　ideal　of　democracy　is　inconsistent　with　the　new

pattem　of　political　democracy　insisted　on　by　the　Egyptian　Revolution，

for　the　Westem　countries　fear　instinctively　that　this　might　deteriorate

into　the　kind　of　totalitarianism　or　authoritarianism　much　favoured　in

Eastem　countries，particularly　in　the　context　of　the　myth　of　the　irra・

tional　culture－bound　framework　as　di鉦erent　from　Westem　institutions．

As　Dr．Leonard　Binder　has　pointed　out，however，such　an　opinion

commits　a　most　grave　error　by　confusing　an　ideal　with　an　institutional

framework．2　A　question　will　be　put　to　the　school　of　modem　politics

which　applies　the　method　of　comparative　politics　to　studies　of　the

developing　areasl　What　would　be　the　proper　institutiqnal　framework

and　discipline　necessary　to　change　the　country　to　conform　to　Western

ideals，丘tted　to　the　given　socio．political　circumstances　of　Egypt？　From

the　viewpoint　of　Westem　ideals，however，the　political　legitimacy　of

Arab　socialism　must　be　derived　from　the　politicization　of　the　masses

and，what　is　regarded　as　more　important，in　the勿76劣66Zl8πoθof

1　　The　reason　why　the　concept　of　state－capitalism　is　still　implicit　will　be　ascribed　to　an

　abuse　of　its　concept；it　refers　sometimes　to　tlle　transitional　stage　or　pattem　of　a　whole

　natio且．system　in　a　bエoader　sense，and　sometimes　to　the　expanded　public　sector　to＆

　certain　degree　in　a　naπower　sense．　Dr．1．Sachs，approach　to　its　concept　will　be

　useful　because　of　his　starting．point　of　examin三ng　it　from　a　narrower　terminology

　to　a　broader　one．　See　Ignacy　Sachs，　」R4材87π5　げP麗みあ6　Sθ‘孟07ゴπ　Un4θ名46妙40汐ε4

　E‘oηo勉∫‘5，Bombay，Asia　Publishing　House，1964。As　to　the　state－capitalism　i箪Egypt，

　Dr．H，Riad　presents　a　typical　idea　from　the　viewpoint　of　the　Marxist　theory，but　his

　concept　of　state・capitalism　andη8割60町g80鰯θm三ght　be　a　pragmatic　politician，s　view

　peエsQnally　attached　to　Egyptian　politics，　rather　than　that　of　an　outsider・　See　Hassan

　Riad，L’E8：y♪詑nα55酬8朋θ，Paris，Edition　de　Minuit，1964，and　also　Hassξm　Riadシ

　“State、capitaHsm　in　Egypt，”Rθηo伽あoπ∫4ヵゼ6傷A5㍍απ4L漉箆且フηβr加，No．7，1964、

2　　“The　rise　of　nationalism　is　intim＆tely　connected　with　the　continued　difHculty　in

　using　48フηoo7㍑擁o　ideology　to　justi｛y　4θ7πoσu擁o　institutions．，’　Leonard　Bin（1er，77≧8

　肋oZog測R伽」漉oη加h6M翅Z8Eα5ψ，New　York，JohnWIley＆Sons，1964，p・13・
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universal human ideals of the individual's sacred rights, something which 

is liable to revert in actual politics to a formalism in political philosophy. 

As regards the ideological_ foundations of Arab socialism, political 

reasoning indicates that the UAR and her leaders have experienced, 
during nine years of the Revolution, three phases of political develop-

ment : the political revolution which aims at national liberation, the 

social revolution which attempts to do away with feudal elements in 
society, and the socialist revolution which is to build up the new pattern 

of the nation state. Along the series of these phases, or rather, these 

logical processes, Nasser's government assumes that it has carried out a 

political role which has aimed at protecting and promoting popular 

interests against an alliance of the former dominators, internal a'nd 

external. In the latest logical process of this transformation, such a 

direction is incorporated in the Arab socialist policy of benefiting the 

tvorking class and solving the social inequality of wealth and inco"te 

distribution. This idea is indeed partly derived of the traditional ideal 

of social justice, an inherent social value among the Arab-Moslems.l 
But, it may be rather said to be crystallized in the historical process Of 

actual politics by the pragmatic feelings and empirical responses of the 

leaders, whose activities sometimes appeared to be a repetition of trial and 

error beyond these principles. 

Arab socialism in Egypt is now qualified in that it is democratic 

and co-operative. In this qualiflcation, the word democratic is elucidated 

as a conception of a policy antithetical to the Western pattern of 
parliamentary politics, on, the basis of historical reflection on the ex-

perience of parliamentary politics in modern Egypt, under whicll the 

status quo ~lite were able to enjoy their privileges in security. But 

Nasser's government has not been successful in its search for a new 

pattern of political democracy differing from Western and Eastern 
patterns, as was confessed by the President himself. The organization 

of the National Union, as well as the National Assembly of 1956-1958, 

has been of doubtful use as a means of building up a new institutional 

framework of political democracy, because of their functional paralysis, 

as well as the ambiguity in their leadership. and representation systems. 

It was destined that new patterns would be sought for in view of the 
1 The idea of social justice (al 'addlat 2d tjtimd'tya) in the Islamic concept has made 

a number of expressions in modern history, from the discipline of the right-wing to that 

of the leLt-wing. Among them, the idea insisted on by the Moslem Brotherhood in its 

early stage of development would not be passed by in respect of a means of mass-

mobilization in Egypt, though the idea has not been so much a discipline to decide a 

policy as to stir up the mobs, 
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immature　state　of　moゼivational　and　polit圭cal　development，in　which　the

masses　were　denied　a　conscious　participation　and　an　expression　of　their

political　will　and　desires．It　should　be　remembered　that　there　has　been

a加記痂oπαZ　way　of　reasoning　among　the　fundamentalist．moslem　that

he　who　hasブ8あg乞o％5肋o癬θ496and伽5痂8should　be　a　ruler。　Clearly

this　could　not　be　reconciled　with　the　modem　ideals　of　democracy　and

individual　rights　as　expressed　inWestem　democracy，though　it　doesnot

deny　the　right　of　revolution　from　the　side　of　the　masses．But，irre－

spective　of　any　romantic　reasons，this　potentially　dangerous　remnant　of

6tatism　still　persists．As　a　second　trial　of　Nassefs　govemment，the

Arab　socialist　Union　and　the　National　Assembly　of1962，succeeding

the　National　Congress　of　Popular　Forces　of1961，appeared．　They

announce（1　their　intentions　of　excluding　the　ンb7”z8プ　6諾ψZo鉱初9　61455

from　within，1iberating　the　masses　from　the　moslem．壬mdamentalist’s

ideology，and　ofαbolishing　martial　law　or　acquitting　left－wing　political

offenders，in　order　that　their　r諮oπ4ン2舵might　be　examined　as　to

whether　or　not　contending　opinions　could　be　admitted　as　an　institu．

tional　status　in　a　political　democracy．

　　　　The　word‘o－oρ8プα励θimplies　a　mutual　benefit　or　common　action

of　individuals　in　economic　and　social　endeavour．　C6－operation　has　been

remarkably　effective　in　the　various丘elds　of　industry．The　agricultural

co－operative　system　which　prevails　throughout　the　country　represents

the　summit　of　this　movement．It　aims　at　bringing　together　the　business

of　small　producing　farmers　based　on　the　principles　of　private　ownership，

which　is　sometimes　regarded　as　a　security　against　the　idea　of60窺形％72一

ぢ鋤，but　sometimes　as　a　less　sacred　right　than　labour．Co－operation　of

the　smal互producers’farm　units　and　the　reorganization　of　business

structure　in　general　foIlows　nationalizat韮on　procedures　and　agrari盆n

reforms．Here　th6govemment　is　the　prime　mover　behind　the　move．

ment，and　the　voluntary　attempts　of　small　producers　to　reorganize

themselves　seem　to　be　restricted　to　the　extent　thαt　govemmental　guidance

meets　their　demands　or　requirements．It　is　noteworthy　that　there　is

hardly　any　direct　interaction　among　village　communities　in　extending

the　agricultural　co・operative　movement　into　neighbouring　areas．■In

ユ　　　Interaction　among　viilage　commuEit三es　has　not　been　cle＆r，because　arguments　on　the

　　multi．village　structure　have　not　paid　so　muc五attention　to　economic　interaction，particularly

　　the　Iocal　market　area，as　to　communication　among　village　communities．Some　reports

　　produced　by　the　Arab　State　Fundamental　Education　Centre　in　Sirs　al　Layyan　are　useful

　　for亡his　issue．　See（μ門yαKψ・5h％訪認Z該π8ゴ」　ゴ‘44444」《μ冗y4フπ初4」ρ町薗415ク4ゑ5

　　（mimeographed），1958and　also　Musa　Mu与ammad‘Arfa，αZゐψ渉hαZガ痂厩・彦別α∫¢麺4∫

　　あ5廊（～KψαJ　B歪8・廊フβ（unpublished　thesis）1960。
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these　circumstances，the　local　leadership　of　the　co－operative　movement

has　been　prone　to　preserve　the　interests　of　the　surviving　6rα4露♂oπ厩

4Z吻，and　the　organization　itself　may　wel互become　a　shelter　of　o伍ciaI

sanction　to　the　activities　of　men　of　the　old　order．The　exclusion　of

these　elements　from　the　co－operative　leadership　and　the　predominant

membership　of　persons　of　lower　pe＆sant　status　on　the　board　of　the　locaI

co－operative　committees　would　make　a　great　contribution　to　the　con－

version　of　its　physical　nature，for　wぬich　legal　and　political　procedures

were　introduced　in1961．In　short，the　words46駕06規眈and‘o－opε聯蜘8

were　familiar　even　before　the　declaration　of　Arab　socialism，but　its

substance　has　been　greatly　changed　since　the　turning－point　of　July－

December1961．There　is　no　trace　of　the　ideological　resemblance　to

British　Labour　Party　theory　in　of丑cial　statements　on　the　socialist　aspect

of　agricultural　coつperatives　or　on　the　idea　of　social　justice　after　the

publication　of　Tゐ6且8アαプ2α7z　R4》ブァ？z乞πハ彦πε　yl8αブ5in　1961．■

　　　（B）　Activities　of　some　political　groups　and　orgαns　in　Arab　sociahsm

are　to　be　examined　here，as　to　whether　they　were，andαre，inHuential

三n　producing　a　conception　of＆n　agricultural　policy　or　not．The　Egyptian

trade　unions，composed　of　a　minority　of　labourers，seem　to　have　no

political　intentionδiming　at　the　preferenti＆1treatment　of　labourers　along

the　line　of　proletarian　intemationalism　in　close　co－operation　with　peasant

organizations，in　the　way　in　which　Nasser’s　govemment　has　been

recognized　as　a　main　protagonist　of　intern＆tional　solidarity　among　Asian

and　African　people　against60Zon宛IZ5窺orフz80－60Zo勉αあ577z．

　　　The　agricultural　co－operative，which　is　the　sole　organization．of

operating　farmers，　is　not　＆　free　and　independent　organization　of　the

peasant　class　itself．　The　idea　of　a　P645碗6Un諭3has　not　acquired

even　a　tiny　foothold　in　actual　politics　and　is　still　only　pure　theory。

The　agricultural　labourers　are　also　excluded　from　membership　of　the

co、operative，though　there　are　relatively　a　few　adult　agriculturα口abourers

without　land，either　owned　or　under　tenancy．　Seasonal　labourers　for　rural

public　works　have　not　been　orgαnized。In　general，the　agrarian　pohcy

of　the　pre－1961　period　might　be　charged　with　preserving，partly　at　least，

the　interests　of　the　landed　proprietor，as　was　claimed　by　some　critics

■　　Mr，Sayed　Marei，Minister　of　Agriculture　and　Agr紅ian　Reform　at　that　time7wエote

　田1introduc三ng　chapter　o地互吻卿J　z舷‘甥材Z5‘α鋤膨顧哲，pubEshed　by　the　M呈nistry

　of　Agrarian　Reform，which　was　written　just　before　the　declaration　of　Arab　social三sm

　for　distribution　on　the10tll　anniversa窒y　of　the　Revolution。It　bore　marks　o∫the　British

　Labour　Partゾs　idea　of　sccialism，
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in the Egyptian press,1 It is easy to claim, from the viewpoint of a 

pure culture theory, that the free and self-active expression of peasants 

and labourers should be the sole system of socialistic popular organization 

in this area, but it is too hasty to conclude that there is no expectation 

of the supervised co-operative system bringing about a community 
development from within. The choice will be dichotomous as to which 

is the more real and practical at a given stage of socio-historical develop-

ment in Egypt, a loftier ideal or a more gradual achievement, L0r both 

are possible on different understandings of strategic feasibilities.2 

As historical experience has shown, the socialist concept of state 

power has swung, as thougll it were between two contrasting theories : 

those of Lassalle's and Blanqui's schools. But, apart from theory, the 

state power in Egypt is as yet the sole agent for countering the insistent 

demands of the former tlladitional ~lite or status quo ~lite, and the 

historical dignity and ability of the Egyptian administration has been 

favourably recognized by historians. This competency in bureaucracy 

and technology should promote organizations which represent popular 

interests, under the revolutionary leadership. As to a grouping of 
political forces in Egypt, one may suggest the following : military elite, 

technocrat elite, intellectual ~lite or the new middle class, etc. But it 

should be remembered in the present situation that there is hardly any 

personal-occupational specialization of function among these elites. A 

member of the military elite of today may be a member of the managing 

staff of a public enterprise tomorrow, with various kinds of specialized 

function within his own personnel. Such an "uncertainity implies back-

wardness, and a promise " to use Dr. Jacques Berque's expression. He 

acknowledges "successive types and varied types of modernization," 

even though most students of Middle Eastern entrepreneurship are 
forming pessimistic impressions of the promise.a A more serious prob-

l For instance, see the special article of al Akhball September 16, 1961, under the title 

of "Akhbar al Yom tu'qadu nawda li-1 falla~ln-al fall~:~~ln yunaqishnna al qarar~at al 

ishtiraktyat al jadida." 

2 As to the aspects of this choice, it is useful to mention the fact that according to 

an official statement the multi-purpose co-operative system was chos~n because of lack 

of suitable personnel within the village community who would be capable of conducting 

co-operative management. " The number of persons capable of fllling the posts ()f 

members of co-operative societies boards are limited in each village. It would be rather 

difflcult to find enough efG:cient persons for managing more than one society in. each 

village." Co-opetlative Reol'_"anization and Ad, ministration in the Southern Reg'ion of 

the UAR, Review Presented to Afro-Asian Conference on Rural Reconstruction, 1961, p. 6. 

3 Jacques Berque. The Arabs : Their History and Future, trans. Jean Stewart, Lon-
don. Faber & Faber, 1964, pp, I18, 120. 
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1em　is　that　such　an　uncertainity　involves　a　danger　of　a　devotion　to

6tatism　both　on　the　side　of　the61ite　and　the　masses．Really，on　the

one　si（le　of　social　and　political　bi－polarization，　there　are　the　expectant

masses　who　are　awaiting　favours　from　above，and　the　former　traditional

leaders　who　desire　to　curry　fαvour　with　the　new　r6gime　in　order　to

secure　their　vested　interests，through＆n　agglutination　with　authority．

It　is　very　interesting　to　note　that　leading　families　are　introducing

their　children　into　a　set　of　professions：1andowner，govemment　o伍cial

and　military　of丑cer．　Occupational　distribution　of　family　members　into

main　functions　of　the61ite　serves　to　maintαin　the　social，political　and

economic　prestige　of　a　family　unit．　Under　such　circumstances，for

instance，the　selection　of　o田cials　under　a　supervised　co－operative　system

sometimes　ruins　the　foundation　of　politica1αnd　administrative　legitimacy

derived　from　the　masses　in　the　countryside，not　only　through　the

bureaucratic　mode　of　co．operative　management，but　also　through　an

attachment　to　the　family　unit’s　interests．In　this　respect，strictness　in

the　bureacratic　system　and　in　civil　service　regul＆tions　would　be　a　decisive

factor　in　building　a　new　nation　state，because，“for　Middle　Eastem

leαders　and　theorists，the　question　is‘How　can　one　change　a　culture

and　a　society？’Their　name　for　these　changes　is　revolution，and　its

inStrUment　iS　gOVemment．”1

　　　　（C）　A　few　years　before　the　declaration　of　Arab　socialism，nationa1・

ization　policy　took　rapid　stepsαnd　the　Economic　Development　Organi－

zation　came　to　take　ch＆rge　of　structural　adjustment　and　capital　allocation

in　respect　of　the　planned　development　of　both　the　publicαnd　the　private

sectors．　But，inαn　earlier　period，the　predomina，nt　idea　in　economic

policy・was　to　transfer　private　enterprise　to　pubjic　enterprise　through

peacefu1－uncoercive　competition　between　them．2Even　now，the　National

Charter　says　that　private　economic　activity　is　free，though　it　must　not

prejudice　social　interests．It　would　seem　to　be　the　general　consensus

of　opinion　among　Egyptian　economists　that　it　would　be　desirable　for

economic　development　to　be　carried　out　along　the　line　of　private　enter．

prise，because　of　its　high　ef丑ciency　and　profitability，and　the　state，as　a

public　entrepreneur，would　be　e伍cient　to　the　extent　that　it　supplements

private　enterprise，taking　the　role　of　improving　private　enterprise　or

taking　charge　of　public　investment　beyond　the　limits　of　private　enter一

1　　　Leonard　Binder，oρ，6∫ム，P。9。

2　　XXX，“Pragmαtic　Socialism，”丁五〇Eglyμ如ηE‘ono漉‘α，z4Po旗加J　R8η∫ασ，May－

　　June，1959，pp．13－14．
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prise. This as far as private enterprise could organize itself an effective 

production or rare resources allocation system, without prejudice to 

governmental leadership.1 But this opinion must be Tevised in the 
actual course of politics, because of the major capitalists' doubts in 

regard to governmental policy. Then comes the coercive policy of 
socialization, with a reservation 0L certain activities of private enterprise, 

because the choice as to whether or not the expansion of the state-public 

sector and mixed enterprise supplanting the private one is favourable 

would be decided by a given socio-political factor as well as an economic 

f actor. 

By the end of 1962, the main enterprises were combined in the 
public organizations formed in accbrdance with industrial classification. 

In furtherance of an expansion policy of the public sector, Nasser's 

government at fust did not take measures for property confiscation, as 

a rule, without compensation. However, after the latter half of 1961, 

a remarkable change took place in which the capitalists and landed 

proprietors' properties were appropriated by a policy of sequestration. 

According to newspaper reports, first, 3 persons found guilty of high 

treason, 37 reactionaries and their assistants, and 167 capitalists and 

their assistants were deprived of their civil rights and had their properties 

confiscated as enemies of the people, then 400, and by now some thou-

sands 0L persons have suffered the same Late. Apart from this no other 

action against major capitalists and landed proprietors has been taken, 

though they expected to retrieve their influence over the ecohomy and 

politics at the time of the Egypt-Syrian partition in 1961 which made 

a deep impression on Nasser's government and made it consider the 
elimination of the bourgeoisie's influence in Egypt, and eventually became 

the incentive for a system change or revolution to a new pattern of 

nation state. 

At present, the public sector is scheduled to cover 45.5 per cent of 

the national income produced in the non-agricultural sector, but only 6 

per cent of that in the agricultural sector. It may be fairly said that 

all the modern enterprises have been reorganized into the public sector 

under public irganization. In the non-agricultural production, the public 

sector has passed far beyond the role of supplementing the private one, 

and even in the agricultural sector, the co-operative system is controlling 

private economic activities. It is a reasonable opinion that the expansion 

* Said el Naggar. Problelns and Methodology Involved in the Co'ifro'ttation of Basic 

Concel･ts and Techniques of Countries at Dtfferent Leveis of Economic Developl7tent, 
INP Memo No. 237, Cairo, the Institute of National Planning, September 1962, pp. 3-4. 
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of the public sector fulfils the criteria of socialization, but not always 

of socialism, because the sociali~ation of main industry may be reaJized, 

both now and in the future in a highly developed capitalist country and 

and does not necessarily mean a system change. 
As to the disparity between the agricultural and the non-agricultural 

sector, the former always lags behind the other sectors and is the most 

retarded in its social and technological aspects. In Egypt, the distributive 

share of wages and salaries in the national income distributed is estimated 

at 44.5 per cent in 1959-60 and 42.3 per cent in 1964-65, and its 
sector share among agriculture, industry, donstruction and services is 

estimated at 33.8 per cent, 33.3 per cent, 65.4 per cent and 55.6 per 

cent in 1959-60, and 33.4 per cent, 28.7 per cent, 64.7 per cent and 

57.9 per cent in 1964-65. If the per capita wage and salary is taken 

into consideration, the figures change from 42 LE to 45 LE in agriculture, 

from 144 LE to 183 LE in industry, from 200 LE to 207 LE in con-
struction and from 146 LE to 167 LE in services between 1959-60 to 
1964-65 (estimated at 1959-60 prices). Industry is marked by a rapid 

increase, not only in respect of per capita wages and salaries, but also 

of the value added in the national income produced : from 273 million 

LE in 1959-60 to 540 million LE in 1964-65. On the other hand, the 

growth of the value added in agriculture is only 22.3 per cent during 

those five years, Lar behind the 98 per cent for industry.l 

From the viewpoint of increase in per capita income and the national 

income produced, the agricultural sector has a growing differential. The 

productive contribution per unit of labour to the total value added is 

estimated at 123 LE in 1959-60 and 135 LE in 1964-65 in agriculture, 

and at 433 LE and 637 LE in industry for the respective years. The 

share of the agricultural sector in the national income produced has 

dropped from 34 per cent in 1959-60 to 22.6 per cent in 1964r65, 
whilst that of industry has increased from 15.7 per cent to 22.6 per 

cent durin~ the same period. Again, the share of the employed labour 

force is estimated at 54.3 per cent in 1959-60 and 54.1 per cent in 
1964-65 for agriculture, and l0.6 per cent and 12.1 per cent for industry 

in the respective years. The growth rate of the number of the employed 

labour force is also estimated at 17 per cent in agriculture and 34 per 

cent in industry during this five-year period, but there is no remarkable 

change in the labour force structure as a whole and the government's 

figures are based on a rather wider underestimation of the population 

* Those figures are taken from I. H. Abdel Rahman, " Comprehensive Economic 
Planning in the UAR," L'Egypte Contemporaine, No. 313, 1963. 
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growth　rate　of　IL9per　cent　in　these　five　years。■　　　・

　　　　Since　the　Revolution，a　considerable　number　of　modem　factories

have　been　established　both　in　the　Metropolitan　city　limits　and　in　the

provincial　towns，but　the　modem　industrial　sector　is　not　expected　at

this　st＆ge　to　absorb　a　considerable　labour　force，except　as　auxiliary　or

seasonal　labourers．　The　exodus　of　labour　from　t｝1e　agricultural　sector

to　sma11－scale　industry　or　subsidiary　farm　business，even　though　it　has

aエelatively　larger　absorbing　capaしcity　for　labour　than　the　advanced　sector

in　the　first　step　of　development，will　be　insu伍cient　in　the　economic

sense　even　for　the　production　of　local　consumer　goods　and　will　produce

atεしvism　at　the　craftsmanship　level　and　a　reversion　to　family　mastership，

that　is，a　retrogressive　process＆gainst　the　highly　mechanized　industrial

stmcture，as　well　as　an　over－urbanization　process　forming　a　few　parasite

cities．But　it　is　an　useful　short・term　procedure　solving，by　a　smaller

induction　of　capital，　the　losing　lot　of　the　agricultural　sector　in　the

planned　economy　of　Arab　socialisln，and　a　very　useful　means　o｛training

theruralpopulationforprofessionsotherthαnagriculture．Aquestion
will　be　asked　as　to　whether　or　not　Nasser’s　govemment　is　consciously

aiming　at　the　industry－f土rst　strategy　of　intersectoral　development　as　such，

leaving　it　as　it　is　with　a　reservation　of　the　low　productivity　of　the

agricultural　sector　as　well　as　the　auxiliary　part　of　the　modem　industry，

smalLscα1e　industry　and　the　subsidiary　farm　bus1ness，both　with　labour－

intensive　forms　of　production，as段sacri丘ce　made　necessary　by　the

conHict　between　social　equity　and　larger　economic　e伍ciency．It　was

fomd　that　the　distribution　of　more　subsidy　income　to　the　agricultural

sector，1abour－intensive　subsidiary　farm　business　and　seasonal　or　auxiliary

employees　in　the　advanced　f且ctories　beyond　the　growing　production

e磁ciency，along　the　line　of　bene五ting　the測07た伽9‘1α55，invited　a　general

poverty　and　a　greε匙ter　reliance　of　those　parts　on　subsidies　derived　from

the　other　sectors．In　the　following　passages，a　further　examination　will

be　made　of　the　interaction　of　agricultural　production　and　the　changing

institutional　framework　of　the＆gricultural　economy　under　Arab　socia1－

ism，with　special　reference　to　the　agricultural　co．opemtive　system，as　to

the　extent　it　has　been　active　in　increasing　production　and　the　income

of　the　a．gricultural　sector　itself．

エ　　Those五gures　are　taken　from　I，H，Abdel　Rahman．
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II. THE ROLE OF THI~; AGRICULTURAL C0-0PERATIVE IN 
INSTITUTIONAL CHANGES AND AGRICULTURAL 

PRODUCTION IN EGYPT 

In this chapter, the following questions will be examined in respect 

to agricultural production and its institutional framework. The questions 

are : (1) to what extent, and in what form has the ownership of 
agricultural land, capital and labour been changed, (2) to what extent, 

and in what form has the operation of agricultural land, capital and 

labour been changed, (3) to what extent, and by what policies can 
agricultural production and productivity be increased. These questions 

may be regarded as the assumed criteria of socialist development. 

(A) Egypt is no exception among the less developed countries. It 

has phronically lower per capita income, Iower productivity and a, Iarge 

body of disguised unemployment, particularly in the agricultural sector, 

yet the yields per acre of the main cash crops place it among the higher 

levels in the world, and may be regarded as being over-developed in 

some respects. The higher level of agricultural production per acre was 

established by the development of productive power and technological 

level along the line of landed proprietors before the Revolution, with 

an eye for the European Inarket. 'The institutional framework before 

the Agrarian Reform of 1952 could be characterized by the following 

features : ~_ 
(1) In the sphere of landownership and tenure : the biiPolarized 

disparity of landownership, the farm unit fragmented into minute 

plots, insecured rights of tenancy, high rates of rent and the prev-

alence of the undersized farm unit and landless peasantry. 

(2) In the sphere of credit and market mechanisms of agricultural 

products and capital goods, etc. : the unreasonable supply of loans, 

the lack of proper agents to collect farm products and to distribute 

services. 

(3) In the sphere of the social circumstances of units of economic 

activity in the rural areas : the frozen social ladder of rural strati-

fication, the unspecialized professional distribytion, the prevalence 

of a patri-1ineal family system and the high social prestige of the 

landed proprietorship. 

(4) In the sphere of political leadership in local and centraf political 

circles : the overwhelming influence of landed ~roprietors w. ithin the 

community, as natural leaders. 
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The period of change of landownership will be divided into three 

steps : fust, the pre-revolution period ( -1952) ; second, the First 

Agrarian Reform period (1952-1961) ; third, the Second Agrarian Reform 

period (1961- ). During the second period, 426,000 feddan of arable 
land were distributed to 161,000 families, the average size of distributed 

land per family being 2.64 fedclan. The area tQ be distributed according 

to the Second Agrarian Reform Law is estimated at 300,000 feddan. 
The average size of landownership in those three periods shows slight 

movements : 0.86-0.93-1.04 feddan, 6.66-6 71-671 feddan 18 7-
18.8-18.8 feda'an, 71.5-57.3-57.3 feddan and 145.6-150-100feddan 
respectively, among the following categories of units of ownership : Iess 

than 5, 5-10, 10-50, 50-100 and more than 100 feddan. The increase 

of the average size is remarkable in the category of less than 5 feddan, 

as is the decrease in the last two categorie.s,l 

But the total exploited as well as cultivated area in Egypt has been 

almost at the same level during those 40 years, 1915-1955, with a little 

variation. Even after the First Agrarian Reform, horizontal expansion 

of arable land still remained in a state of stagnation. Furthermore, the 

per capita share of cultivated and exploited land has been declining 

during the 40 years, 1915-1955, as Dr. M. El Imam's diagram shows.2 

The reclamation pf arable land now in progress has failed to prevent a 

decline in the per capita area of land, both cultivated and exploited. 

If the category of less than 5 feddan is taken into consideration, the 

average size in that category will be i.4 feddan, far less than the 

minimum size for optimum farm operation per family assumed in off:cial 

statements-3 feddan. 
In 1950, there were about one milliQn farm units which operated 

about 6 million plots : 6 plots per farm unit on the average.a Since 

the First Agrarian Reform, these fragmented plots were to have been 
set about to be consolidated through a redistribution of arable land by 

the Agrarian Reform Law and the pilot scheme for consolidation of 
fragmented lands which began in the Village Nawag.4 

* National Bank of Egypt, Economic Buuetin, vol. XIV, No. 3, 1961, p. 278. 

2 M. Imam, A Production Function for Egyptian Agriculture, 1915-1955, INP Memo 
No. 259, Cairo, the Institute of National Planning, December 1962, p, 18. 

s Sayed Marei, The Agral'ian Reform in Egypt, Cairo, the Ministry of Agrarian 
Reform, 1957, p. 190. 

See " Naw~g : najalya tajribat al thawra f~ ~alli mushkilat al milkiyat," bina' al 

watan, December 1960, " awwal taqrtr 'an tajriba tajriba tajm~'l al milkiyat al zira'tyat 

al Saghlra," the special article in al Ahl-dln, May 6, 1961, and Mu~ammad Fawzl, 

Nawag : a~'wal tajriba . . . , Cairo, the Ministry of Agrarian Reform, 1960. 
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With regard to tenant farming before the Agrarian Reform, more 

than 60 per cent of arable land was estimated to have been under 
tenancy. A sample survey of large-scale landownership conducted by 

Dr. Riad E1 Ghonemy revealed the fact that most of the area was 
leased out to tenants,1 Moreover, the tenant contract was carried out 

on the owner's initiative, thus fixing the term to the owner's advantage, 

with the owner's right to cancel the term at will or to require a deposit 

at the time of making the contract. The form of rent may be divided 

into three cate*"ories : cash rent, rent in kind and share-cropping. But 

it is not of great importance to classify these three forms, because the 

main cash crops, such as cotton, wheat and sugar-cane, were collected 

by the landowners in such a manner that hardly any remained in the 

hands of the peasants that could be marketed. 

There was :io possibility for small producers, either as operating 

owners or as tenants, to bring cash crops to IQclarket themselves. The 

small producers were completely excluded from the agricultural market 

which was under the control of the landed proprietors or monopsony-
traders, among which were many foreign merchants, such as Greeks, 

etc. Small producers had no independent market where they could 
compete with the landowners' market system, and it could be said that 

they were subordinate to the landed proprietors without any hope of 

operating their farm business independently, either in marketing or 
producing activities. There has always been a traditional local market, 

remote from the flow of the main agricultural commodities, which deals 

with sporadic barter exchange of local consumer goods. This is the 
village fair, but there are no possibilities of developing this local market 

area into a nation-wide domestic market, though this is also the important 

market for domestic animals which is controlled by large traders.2 In 

this market mechanism, the total sum of marketable farm products was 

determined by the amount of rent collected by the landed proprietors. 

Thus the rent was always placed beyond the net income of the land, 
the difference being extracted from the peasant's livelihood.8 

l Mohal~ed Riad Ghonemy, Resources Use and Income in Egyptian Agriculture before 

and after Reform with Special Reference to Econbmic Development, Unpublished 

Thesis, the North Carolina State College, 1953, p. 58. 

3 See Mnsa Mubammad 'Arfa, op. cit. and also San-eki Nakaoka, " Observations on 
Kafr el Bagnr Fair in Egypt," Isuramu Sekai (The Islamic World), Vol. I, No, l, 

Tokyo, Association for Islamic Studies in Japan, 1963. 

8 Mohamed Riad Ghonemy, op. cit., p. 62, and also Sainir Saffa, " Exploitation Eco-

nomique et Agricole d'un Domaine Rural Egyptien," L'Egypte Contel'rporaine, No. 251-

252, 1949. 
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The operation of agricultural land, capital and labour was also 

carried out under the direction of the landed proprietors. Inside the 

village community farm operation was regulated by the traditional 
practices of the community as well as by the coetcive orders of the 
landed properietors. The large-scale landowners could decide the date 

of irrigation, cultivation and even the choice of crop, whilst, on the 

other hand, the small producers followed the cropping patterns of the 

landowners as though they were better than their own choice. Com-
munity regulation will also be seen in the system of land tax assessment. 

The land tax has been determined by the size of the village field, but 

the allocation of it to villagers was gre~tly influenced by tlle traditional 

practice of assessment in accordance with the landowners' prestige, and 

not with regard to the real value of the land. In short, there was no 

independent small producer's farm business in rural Egypt, in respect 

to production, marketing, or even ownership. 

(B) The agrarian reform laws of 1952 and 1961 Iimited landowner-

ship, in order to change the institutional framework of agricultural 

production. From the very beginning of the reform, careful attention 

was paid to keeping the production levels up, which was achieved by 

employing the landed proprietor's methods of production as before the 

Revolution. The co-operative system was introduced to keep production 

at this level, as well as doing away with the prestige of the landed 

proprietors by a co-opera. tive credit and marketing system. The ceiling 

of landownership was to have been fixed at 200 feddan in the First 

Agrarian Reform Law, and at 100 feddan in the Second Agrariah 
Reform Law. In the original plan of the Second Agrarian Reform, the 

ceiling was assumed to be 50 feddan, though this was not realized in 

order to avoid possible political and social unrest. It should be noticed 

that the increasing welfare of the lower classes at the expense of the 

upper classes might be, and is, in~riting a rapid demographic pressure 

on the agricultural economy, unless it is accompanied by ethical restraint 

of childbirth and unproductive consumption, the co-operativization of 

small producer's businesses, and improved techniques on the part of 

small producers. This is demonstrated in some agrarian reform villages 

which have experienced no rise in the standard of living, and where 

production growth has failed to keep up with the increase in population. 

The agricultural policy has been to use the agricultural co-operative 

organization, as the means of eliminating the old order, and this organi-

zation is taking over the operation of small producer's farms village by 
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the village. The fundamental characteristics of the agricultural co-opera 

tive in Egypt are : (1) It is the sole organization of agricultural producers ; 

(2~ it is the organization of par excellence small producers to which 

governmental services are offered according to the size of their farm 

units ; (3) it is a multi-purpose co-operative ; (4) the coercive entry of 

the co-operative membership and (5) the supervised system.1 Those 
characteristics are quite different from the co-operatives of the pre-

Revolutionary period, which principally served for the larger landowners' 

interest. 

A conception of agricultural co-operative policy today is the forma-

tion of the social ownership and operation of land, capital, and labour, 

through co-operative ownership of the main agricultural machines and 

implements, partial interference with landownership, co-operative guidance 

of farming, and organization of a market system fo. r small producers, 

etc. This is the question of the co-operative type of social ownership 

and operation versus that of the landed proprietor's type. This is a 

question of socialized ownership and operation of the small producer's 

farm business, under a co-operative system versus the control of a landed 

proprietor. 

The agricultural co-operative organization in general aims originally 

at the co-operativization (introducing of co-operatives) of small producers, 

who occupy an inferior part of capitalistic society, in order to cover 

their inferiority from the viewpoint of the marketing of farm products 

and the services-distribution of necessary materials and funds. But it 

is not contradictory to apply the concept of the co-operative system as 

a means of achieving a socialistic society, if the substance is changed 

from a capitalistic one. The co-operative system organizes, at first, a 

widespread marketing and credit network for its members and ･ unites 
isolated and dispersed small producers in one system, regardless of its 

nature and orientation. But a change in the co-operative concept will 

be feasible, if the co-operative system fosters co-operativization of small 

l The supervised system was, at the beginning, applied only to the co-operatives in 

the so-called agrarian reform area. But at the end of 1960, a long issue on the co-

operative system between the Ministry of Agriculture, the Ministry of Agrarian Reform 

and the Ministry of Social AfEairs and Labour came to an end and all the co-operatives 

were completely reorganized under the supervision of the Ministry of Agriculture and 

the Ministry of Agrarian Reform. Without a break, reorganization of the ordinary co-

operative system into a supervised one was introduced early in 1961. See Doreen 

Warriner, " Observations on Land Reform Administration in Egypt," Journal of Local 

Administration Overseas. Vol. II, No. 2, 1963. As to reorganization of local co-operative 

board, see al Ta'awn, No, 72, 1961, pp. 8-10, 
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producers' production activities. That is a producer's co-operative system 

in the actual sense of the word. The producer's co-operative may be 

orgahized by means of the following : a powerful and nation-wide net-

work of small producer's co-operatives for marketing and services-
distribution, and small producers politically and socially trained through 

consumer's co-operatives. Thus the co-operative system can be regarded 

as a stronghold of small producers in building up an agricultural sector 

fitted to the new pattern of the nation state. 

Now, after the widespread institution of agricultural co-operatives 

in every village (about 3,600 multi-purpose co-operatives, of which 330 

are the so-called agrarian reform co-operatives), what are the prospects 

regarding the question of the co-operative type of social ownership and 

operation as against the landed proprietor's type of ownership and 
operation ? The main functions of a co-operative system will be examined 

in the following. 

As to the function of agricultural services-distribution, the chemical 

fertilizer-distribution is the most important. The distribution of chemical 

fertilizer is occupying more than 40 per cent of the total material 

services of the co-operative organization to small producers. In 1959, 

three-quarters of the total consumption of chemical fertilizers in Egypt 

was distributed through the Agricultural Credit and Co-operative Bank-

co-operative units system. And year after year, the control 0L fertilizer 

distribution by the Bank-co-operative units system is becoming stronger. 

As Egyptian agriculture is cb.aracterized by a manifold cropping system, 

heavy applications of fertilizers (chemical and organic) and labour-

intensive farming, chemical fertilizer application is an important techno-

10gical factor in determining the level of the agricultural I)roduction. 

For instance, application of nitrogen fertilizer per hectare was estimated 

at 44 kg at an earlier stage of the Revolution, and this has been in-

creasing year after year, occupying ll-12 per cent of agricultural 
expenditure.1 The yearly consumption of chemical fertilizers was about 

500,000 tons on the prewar average, and this is now about 1,400,000 

tons. Between 1951 and 1961 the share of chemical fertilizers in the 

variable cost of main crops per feddan was from 28 per cent to 30 per 

cent in the case of _ wheat, from 17 per cent to 20 per cent in the case 

of cotton, from 15 per cent to 21 per cent in the case of rice, and 47 

per cent to 45 per cent in the case of maize.2 The co-operative control 

l Charles Issawi; Egypt at Mid-Century, London, Oxford University PJ:ess, 1954, p. ro7. 

5 National Bank of Egypt. Economic Buuetin. Vol. XVI, No, 1-2, 1963, Table on the 

Variable Cost of Main Crops in pp. 22-23. 
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of chemical fertilizer-distribution is creating a condition that facilitates 

the pl~nned and systen~atized distribution of government services, such 

as fertilizers, insecticides, s.elected seeds, etc. 

As to the function of collecting and marketing small producer's 

products, this is exclusively applied to the main cash crops : cotton, 

wheat, maize, sugar-cane, etc. In the so-called agrarian reform area, 

tlle cotton which is produced there is almost completely collected and 

m.arketed by the hand of the so-c~lled agrarian reform co-operative. 

But qutside agrarian reform areas the co-operative cotton marketing 

seems to lag far behind that of the agrarian reL0rm area. Anyway, 
the marketing system under the control of the landed proprietors is 
declining, and ~he co-operative marketing system, closely connected with 

the other local and foreign trade co-operatives and public organizations, 

is now the biggest agent dealing in the farm products of small producers. 

The urgent question is whether this co-operative type of marketing 
should be responsible for es.tabl,ishing improvements in market equip-

ment, standardizing agricultural commodities, and improving processing, 

packing and canning techniques, etc., so as to be able to compete with 

international marketing techniques and mechanisms, in order to maintain 

the advarltages derived from a lower standard 0L Iabour production-costs, 

and to supply the principal foodstuffs for the urban lower class, such 

as maize, and per.ishables for city dwellers. 

As to the price-fixing mechanism of agricultural products, especiall_y 

the producer price or the co-operative purchase price; there are no data 

to check the details. But the co-operative purchase price is fixed at 

the will of the co-operative, tbat is, at the government planned price 

and also, on the p.remise of the self-supporting accounting system of the 

co-operative system, is to be fixed according to the values of supplied 

services. Thus the co-operative Lunction of collecting and marketing 

the small producer's products is close by connected with its distribution 

and credit functions. The vallle of products collected by the co-operative 

is set at : the total sum of distributed services (material) + the total sum 

of advanced farm funds (cash) + marketing commission + co-operative 
owned machines and implements fees + dividends to membership + taxes 

and other public fees + others (including instalment payment of tl~e 

distributed land according to the Law),1 Besides those items, the surplu~ 

l From the author's observation of the account books of co-operative ofiices (during 

1960-1962). See San-eki Nakaoka, "A Note on the Evaluation Work of the Agraria~ 

Reform in the UAR (Egypt)," The Developing' Economies, Vol. I, No. 1, 1963, pp. 56 

68. 
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of　the　individual　small　producers　is　to　be　placed　under　the　co－operative

contro1，so　that　the　co－operative　can　regulate　the　consumption　pattem

of　the　individua1’s　household　economy　and　establish　fhe　self－supporting

accounting　system　of　the　co－operative　organization　as　a　whole．　Such　a

surplus，which　is　registered　in　the　debit　column　of　the　co．operative

accomt　book，is　used　mainly　to　cover　the　personnel　expendit皿e　of

co－operative　management　by　its　interest　revenue　from　loaning　to　the

govemment．■　Owing　to　the　accou込ting　system，every　peasant　ca皿ot

dispose　of　his　surplus　at　wil1，bec＆use　it　is　disposed　of　by　the　coっperative

which　makes　a　proper　allocation　of　it　between　private　consumption　and

farm　investment，and　coっperative　management．It　is　doubtful　whether

the　co・operative　accounting　system量s　absorbing　the　marketable　products

of　small　producers　to　a　greater　degree　than　the　landed　proprietor’s

extraction　of　the　rent。At　the　same　time，there　are　Ino　reliable　data

which　show　the　increase　of　agricultural　commodities　self－consumed　or

domestic＆lly－consumed　in　accordance　with　a　welfare　policy．But，for

lack・of　means　of　checking　the　price－fixing　mechanism　and　the　sum　of

self・consumed　products，it　is　su伍cient　to　mention　that　there　is　hardly

any　feasibility　of　chang王ng　the　peasant7s　expenditure　trend　into　a　pro－

ductive　one，without　a　relatively　coercive　control　of　the　peasant’s　surplus

by　public　organs，because　of　the　prevailing　tendency　of　a　propensity　to

mproductive　consumption　among　the　Egyptian　peasants．

　　　　The　distribution　function　of　govemment　services　by　the　co．operative

system　is　inclu（led　in　the　credit　function，　because　all　the　services，

material　or　cash，is　to　be　advanced　in　balance　with　marketed　farm

products　through　the　co－operative　accounting　system．By　the　introduc－

tion　of　such　an　accounting　system，every　detail　of　the　individua1’s　farm

business　is　clearly　presented　in　the　individua．1’s　farm　account　book，which

is　recopied　from　the　original　copy　in　the　co．operative　o伍ce．On　the

basis　of　this　accounting　system，the　Agricultural　Credit　and　Co－operative

Bank　offers　loans　directly　to　the　local　co－operatives，but　not　to　individual

members．At　an　earlier　stage　of　the　Revolution，the　credit　was　given

also　directly　to　individuals，　but　the　share　of　co－operative　unit　credit

advance　has　grown　from50．2per　cent　of　the　total　loans　of　the　Bank

in1958，to70per　cent　of　it　in1959ンand80per　cent　in　1960。At
presen七10ans　are　offered　to　co－operative　units　exclusively。2　The　reason

エ　　From　the　authofs　interview　with　staff　members　of　the　Agricultural　Credit　and　Co－

　　operative　Ba迅ζand　its　Branch　in　Shib1n　el　Ko皿シetc．（during1960－1962）．

2　　Cr6dit　Agricole　et　Coop6ratif，R砂♪07・孟5伽Coπ5θπ4’A4痂痂5翻α孟’oπ6彦485Cθn38％7℃，

　　Ca三ro，1960，especially　Tableau　I　in　“Statistiques　et　Graphiques，”　and　aiso　Table　I　in

　　bank　al　taslif　al　zira‘i　wa　ta‘awnl，砿g漉7卿卯碗5α」∫4傭8．．．，1960．
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why the Bank offers credit exclusively to the co-operative unit are as 

follows : ' (1) to withdraw credits completely from peasants through the co-

operative accounting system, on the basis of the experience that 

the supervised co-operative system could make a better result of 

loans-withdrawal than that of the ordinary co-operatives and indi-

viduals ; 

(2) to reinforce the co-operative policy of giving loans to the smaller 

producers (in 1960, 68.9 per cent of loans were offered to small 

producers farming less than 5 feddan, 16.6 per cent to lower middle-

sized producers farming 5-10 feddan and 10.3 per cent to upper 
middle-sized producers farming 10-30 feddan) ;l 

(3) and to strengthen the control of agricultural production activities 

over the individual farms. 

The mono-systematized co-operative credit system is now replacing 

the former credit system under the landed proprietor's superiority and 

strengthening loan-supply to small and middle-sized producers. The 
agricultural co-operative activities contribute so greatly that the money-

lender and monopsony-trader in the rural areas have been excluded 
from the main economic activities, not to mention black-market activities. 

It is difflcult to fix a figure for the profit which these persons have 

extracted from the rural producers. A tentative figure stated in an 
ofiicial report shows that the producer price of farm products marketed 

through the co-operative system is higher by about 20 per cent than 
the producer's price in private sales.2 

The co-operative system now occupies an omnipotent position in 
the agricultural sector in every respect, and local leaders of the co-

operative movement also represent the peasants in the Arab Socialist 

Union, this replacing the old type of rural hierarchy of shaikh and 

omda. The future direction of the co-operative movement will be 
decided by the activities of the officials and local leaders concerned in 

respect to the domestic reconstruction of rural society. 

(C) In the naidst of changing ownership and operation conducted 

by the co-operative system, to what extent can the growth of production 

and productivity be expected ? 
The Agricultural Credit and Co-operative Bank, " summary Report of the Board of 

Directors, Submitted to the Ordinary General Meeting of Shareholders on the 29th 
Financial Year," 1961, p, 7 (unpublished). 

2 From the author's interview with ofiicials worhing in the co-operatives and the 
Agricultural Credit and Co-operative Bank (during 1960-1962). 
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The agricultural co-operative organization is now in charge of 

agricultural mechanization, Ietting out the co-operative-owned machinery 

and implements in order to reorganize the small producer's labour-

intensive and dispersed farming. The co-operative-owned machinery, 
for instance, the farming tractor, conducts a en bloc cultivation of 

individuals' farms at one time, with fees according to the size of farms 

under cultivation, the same method being applied to insecticide-spraying 

and irrigation water supply. But the charges for the hire of this 

machinery are not always welcomed by the peaseints who prefer the 

old-fashioned labour intensive methods to mechanized farming, mainly 

because of their reluctance ta make any cash payment. As to the 
technological aspects, the government's and co-operative's guidances and 

services seem not to be adopted as much by the smaller producers as 

by the middle-sized and larger producers and landowners. Yields per 

acre among the middle-sized and larger producers are said to be higher 

than among the smaller producers, in a prevailing condition of both 

applying labour intel~sive methods of cultivation, inspite of the govern-

ment's endeavours to promote the small producer's production after the 

introduction of the supervised co-operative system.1 This is ascribed tb 

the given technological development of Egyptian agriculture, where the 

differentials of yields per acre are determined by the grade of land 

fertility, quantity of fertilizer input, supply of irrigation water, seeds 

selection, etc., and not by labour input which has not differed remarkably 

according to the size 0L farm unit. But recently the larger producers 

and landowners have been disposed to prefer the advanced method 
to the labour intensive method of cultivation, owing to the lapse of 

their extra-economic compulsion over their tenants and labourers since 

the agrarian reforms. 

According to Dr. M. Imam's diagram, the per capita share of 
agricultural production reached its summit in 1928 and 1938, ,md sagged 

to its lowest point in 1944. After a slight recovery, it has been falling 

since 1949.2 The declining trend of agricultural labour productivity 

comes from the rapid growth of the per-acre labour input far beyond 

the marginal productivity of labour. As the result of the government 

sefvices, a comparatively marked increase of per-acre production appears, 

particularly in the so-called agrarian reform area, though the area which 

was distributed by the First Agrarian Reform Law was composed of 

* This is also confirmed by the author's interview with Mr. Sayed Marei. Ex-Minister 

of Agriculture and Agrarian Reform, early in 1962. 

. M. ImaJxl' op. cit., p. 25. 
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arable lands with lesser fertility.1 The increase of per-acre production 

in this area implies that about 10 per cen.t of the arable land in Egypt 

was improved in its fertility but does not imply the increase of produc-

tivity as a whole. The horizontal expansion of arable land, even with 

tlle completion of the Aswan I~:igh Dam, cannot compete with demo-
graphic pressure to lower agricultural productivity, ,unless the vicious 

circle is broken at some point in the institutional and production frame-

work of the agricultural sector. 

The only way to break this vicious circle, apart from the control 

of natural population growth, will be found in the changing agricultural 

income structure : the decrease 0L production costs, the changing of the 

cropping pattern, a relatively high level of producer prices for agricultural 

products, etc. This is the target of co-operative marketing, credit and 

production, but there is no unanimous opinion among the Egyptian 
agronomists themselves as to what the choice of crops for international 

market should be, especially for the European market, and wllat food-

stuffs should be grown to make the country selL-supporting, a most 
acute problem from the viewpoint of national defence and economy for 

a country so greatly dependent on United States Surplus Agricultural 

Commodities. 
In conclusion, the co-operative system is forwarding a step in the 

right direction of supplementing the defects of the institutional frame-

work of agricultural production by its functions in fertilizer and other 

materials distribution, collecting and marketing of the small producer's 

products, Ioan-supply, etc. and partly by introduction of new farming 

techniques and machinery. Though agricultural value-production has 
increased by 1.6 times during these ten years, there is little expectation 

of an increase 0L a*"ricultural physical production and an exodus 0L 

labour from agriculture. Under such circumstances, a further issue will 

arise in the changing co-operative or nation-wide market structure in 

order to meet the demands of the lowering of marketing costs, the 
diminishing of the marketing margin of foreign traders, and improved 
techniques of ' transportation, storage, processing, packing, and standard-

ization of agricultural commodities,2 A vision of an agricultural sector 

l United Nations Economic and Social Council. Progll~ss in Land Reform : Third 
Report, 1962, p. 123, and also see " Reports of Landowners,' in al i~Idlp al zira^'i ft^ 

sab'a sanuwdt, Part I, Chapter 1, pp. 57-58. 

2 Said Naggar, " Prospect for Expansion of Mediterranean Trade in Perishable Pro-

ducts " m C A C Van Nleuwenmjze ed., Markets and Marketing as Factors of 
Developnlent in the Mediten-anean ~asin, The Hague, Mouton & Co., 1963, pp. 46-47. 
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for　Arab　socialism　would　be　examined　again　as　a　policy　for　the50‘観．

衡αあoπof　the　national　economy　in　the　context　of　North・South　and

Inter－Arab　quest圭ons，and　also　a　policy　to　appease，or　to　make　the

masses　aware　of，the　economic　burdens　which　have　unavoidably｛allen

on　their　shoulders　during　the　transitional　period，　in　order　to　provide

for　the　capital　goods　for　use　in　the　secondary　a．nd　tertiary　sectors　by

exportαtion　of　agricultural　pro4ucts　at　the　sacrifice　of　domestic　demands

for　agricultural　commodities，




